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Salmonella food poisoning has been reported at five area colleges including Lehigh, Muhlenberg, and Ursinus.

The supplier of food for the five colleges is the M.W. Wood Co., which supplies food for Ursinus College.

The Lehigh University Newspaper Brown and White reported that an extensive investigation is underway to find the cause of the outbreak.

In a February 28 interview, Ursinus information staff member Judy Claycomb commented, “Nothing has been proven here, we are cooperating with the state and we have not heard any results yet.”

In an interview the same day, Jim Sakell was the student dining service director said that he is unaware of any “Ursinus related problems.”

Sakell went on to say that he has, on his own authority removed salad dressing and mayonnaise from the Winner dining room menu as a precautionary measure due to area reports of salmonella.

Steve Lange
News Editor

Ursinus Appoints P.R. Director
Ted Kavanagh has been appointed director of press and public relations for Ursinus College. He will maintain communications with area news media, and provide information of public interest about the college’s activities and development.

Kavanagh, a Collegeville resident, retired last month from a 35-year public relations career in the business sector.

In his new position, Kavanagh will be associated with the Philadelphia Saving Fund Society. Before that, he directed publicity services for clients of Weightman, Inc., a Philadelphia based advertising and public relations agency.

Kavanagh began his PR career with the Curtis Publishing Company, where he was New York manager of its news bureau.

Fund raising was an important aspect of his career.

It was another area of expertise that he had during World War II while on combat duty tours with the 15th Air Force in Africa and Italy.

He is a member of the Overseas Press Club and past president of the Philadelphia Public Relations Association.

Dining Committee Meets
Among those attending the February 14 Dining Hall Committee meeting were Mr. Theodore Sakell who has replaced Mr. Scott Dempsey as food service manager, Dean Ruth Harris, Mr. George Ciapanna and Mrs. Margaret Fisher of Wood Co. and student representatives.

It was agreed that several ideas suggested at the December 13 meeting and later incorporated into the menu such as flavored syrups and serving English muffins and raisin bread on a regular basis had been successful.

As usual, Sakell fielded questions and comments. Mr. Sam Capocci made a point about the lack of an alternate choice from both lunch and dinner on Ash Wednesday. Sakell stated that due to the heavy snow, fish was not delivered on time and the supply of cod on hand was not enough. He also advised the guests of the three alternate choices at dinner and having salad extras more often. Sakell replied that he would look into these possibilities.

Other points brought up included food waste, unnecessary trash left on tables and the possibility of having another survey of student food preferences. These matters will be investigated and discussed at the March 7 meeting.

P.E. Speakers
Adele Boyd and Ray Gurzynski have announced that on March 15 Tom Elverson and Wayne Reichert from the Benchmark Swimming Club will be the athletes from both lunch and dinner on Ash Wednesday. Sakell stated that due to the heavy snow, fish was not delivered on time and the supply of cod on hand was not enough. He also advised the guests of the three alternate choices at dinner and having salad extras more often. Sakell replied that he would look into these possibilities.

Other points brought up included food waste, unnecessary trash left on tables and the possibility of having another survey of student food preferences. These matters will be investigated and discussed at the March 7 meeting.

Sakell Replaces Dempsey
by Nancy Weatherax

Mr. Jim Sakell has become Food Service Director at Ursinus College. His assistant is Mr. Ossie Davis.

Sakell has been planning some changes in the meals here. One of his ideas was the recent Chip and Dip Night. Later this month the students will have a Crepe Night, when the students will be able to see how crepes are made and then put on the toppings themselves.

The kitchen isn’t able to prepare a third choice every day.

Sakell has some ideas for changes that will probably not start until September, but these plans are still indefinite.

He says he’s very glad to be here, and hopes to “give everything he has.” He wants to give the students what they want, although of course there are limits imposed by the budget.
Studies of Ursinus Campus.
To keep our security program relevant, it is important to realize that the Ursinus campus, relative to most others in the Delaware Valley, is a non-residential position, from the standpoint of campus safety. Collegeville is a small community and as such, few of the serious urban-related problems found elsewhere. Until about eight years ago, the only security program at the College was provided by the eyes and ears and cooperation of students and faculty, in school, community, there was no formal coverage by security personnel. In the late 1960's, Dr. Weibezahl and others added a number of new buildings to the campus - library, gymnasium, life sciences building and administration building. Also, the area of Collegeville began to grow, and this was a mild form, to take on some of the characteristics of suburban communities more heavily influenced by urban Philadelphia. These conditions led the College to enter into a formal working relationship with the Miley Detective Agency.

2. Management Review. Ursinus had a cordial working relationship with the Miley firm. One reason is that top management has a firm which has periodically met and

To Whomever it May Concern. In response to that ridiculous letter sent by the Sunday Ajax, you have done a first-rate job of the Monday Morning Musing Group, would like to point out a few erroneous facts (not to be listed off as a valid point; there are a few comments — in short — to be

Firstly, the author of the letter is patently a pompous flatulent ignorance, proud of his peacock feathers. Secondly, that was his reason for anything. "As the living room or the hearthstone of the college, the union provides for the services, conveniences, and amenities the members of the college family need in their daily life on the campus and for getting to know and understand one another through informal association outside the classroom." (From "A Statement of Purpose," General Purpose Outline of the Association of College Unions). Five years

7. Individual Responsibility. All students and staff members have a significant part in the improvement of campus security. They can keep an eye and ear on campus, report incidents or potential hazards to persons or property. They can exercise reasonable caution by locking dormitory doors and not exposing themselves to risks by walking through or in out-of-the-way places. A formal security system is a support to the student in an environment that an alert, concerned and careful community can provide.

8. Conclusion. When dealing with security, an institution can never rest content. We appreciate suggestions or comments from members of the College community and will continue to evaluate the safety of the campus.

Ruby Seeks Editor

The "Rub Advisory Board will meet Monday, May 12, to select the Editor-in-Chief of the 1978 Ruby. The Board consists of six members of the Faculty’s Student Publications Committee, President of the Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior Classes, and the current Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager. President Richter presides. Letters of application for the position of Editor-in-Chief are being accepted until March 15, 1978. They should be addressed to Mr. Broadhurst in the "Rub office (Miny Library)." Questions regarding specific duties and responsibilities should be directed to Gwyn Williams, Editor-in-Chief of the 1978 Ruby. Copies of the Ruby Constitution are available from either Mr. Broadhurst or Gwyn Williams. The last year, 1978 sales have been strong. There is a possibility that all the yearbooks will be sold prior to the meeting. A student editor may be placed with Barbara LaNoue, Ruby Business Manager. Applications for the position of Editor-in-Chief of The Ursinus Weekly are being accepted until Wednesday, March 8, 1978. Submissions to Anne Weibelzahl.
As You Like It: Out of This World

by Robert Shuman
pro Theatre

Dr. Joyce Henry has assembled a student-professor cast for her production of Shakespeare's As You Like It which concludes tonight. The show is a vehicle for evening performances and matinees on Feb. 28, and March 2 (curtain 3: 45). The cast includes Leslie, Nick Fiore, Mary Ann Rau, Jonathan Zap, Patty Williams, Dr. Decatur, Dr. Perlmutter, Robed Edmund, and Dan Caccia, who look at Shakespeare's different interpretations of love from a few planets far, far away in a time far, far into the future.

To change the Bearpit from a black box into a few planets far, far away in a time far, far into the future, production designer Jonathan Zap, with the construction help of Mechanical engineer, Jerry Zalucky, created a robot-boosting moon eye... feet arm space. Zap's properties include futuristic jewelry, guns, masks, fish, fishing rods, gorilla props to grow as the, I mean he growing as to what he'll come up with next.

To help give the show the right kind of cosmos, Robert Mosesowitz has created a colorful desert planet landscape. Carol Nopens is the costume designer for Shakespeare's characters as they would dress if they did indeed live on another planet and Bob Shuman wrote a new score for Shakespeare's lyrics.

Puppeteer Performs

by Susan Wachtel

"You can fall asleep -- just don't snore," said Miss Janelle Landis, the puppeteer from Japan. Thus began an evening of intensely moving puppet shows up to the grand quality of the Muppets, but intense, nevertheless. Miss Landis is a moment of "dancing" and even a kinky scene which surely would have been scandalous in Japan.

Miss Landis used many animal puppets in a display of dramatic and onomatopoetic talent. As things warmed up, there was a singalong with "Twinkle, Twinkle," known to Japanese children as "The ABC's.

A recurring theme throughout the performance was a stated theme (or some similar character) was, "I am stupid because I have only a finger of knowledge." After a profound statement, and the question and answer period which followed, the "I am stupid" character, the evening seemed intensely childish; and despite the "I am stupid" character being. Perhaps fifteen other people present would agree that it was not desirable for college level children.

Coggins Announces Placement Services

by Shubert Turcheny

The Placement Bureau in Carson Hall offers several different services to students as well as to alumni and faculty members. Dr. Robert Coggins, the Placement Director, would like to bring to the attention of students' attention exactly what resources and facilities are available at the Placement Center.

A special service that is offered is a Guidance Counseling Center, which is contained in a separate room at the Office. Files of material pertaining to Doctor Coggins, industries and governmental agencies are available for the students' use. A periodical center, a teacher education section, a small library of books and pamphlets, and other information are also contained in this office. For the students considering graduate school, the Placement Office offers a vast collection of applications and bulletins.

Another service offered is the ABC's, an Animal Placement Counseling Plan which was started in 1972 as a joint venture of the Placement Office and the Office of Animal Industries that this is a unique opportunity for the students and that ours was one of the first colleges to organize such a program. There are now 150 alumni from a wide variety of areas who have gone through this Counseling group. Through this plan, get-togethers are arranged for Ursinus students to meet with other alumni. It is open to anyone who is interested. Majors and plans and possibly meet potential employers.

The Placement Office itself offers much in the way of employment counseling for the student. The Office will provide information about business opportunities, summer jobs, civil service openings, internship opportunities, and graduate fellowships and assistantships. Periodically throughout the school year, various corporations and governmental agencies conduct recruiting sessions in the Placement Center. Coggins strongly recommends that students make every effort to discuss materials on job interview techniques. This collection includes cassette tapes, booklets and pamphlets. Every fall, the Office will send out a college placement annual, if he so desires.

In order to make the best possible use of the Placement Bureau, students are urged to register in the fall, the first year of desired employment. A binder is then compiled on each registrant which includes a resume and letters of reference. The Placement Office maintains the binder and sends out copies as requested by various corporations and schools. Presently, there are 104 seniors registered at the Placement Office. After the student has obtained employment, the office would like to be notified in order to update its records.

From these employment records, the Placement Office is able to make reports of job placement statements, factual comments about the job market. Although Coggins stressed the fact that much depends on the individual concerned, science and mathematics majors are finding employment opportunities. There are over 100 majors with business courses seem to have somewhat of an advantage as far as employment opportunities. It seems to be successful in placing teaching candidates. Of these students who want to teach, not included are those who are married or attend graduate school, approximately 65 to 70 percent placed.

Students are encouraged to visit the Placement Office theme room. This room provides detailed information about the various services offered. The office is open from 8:30 -- 12:00 Noon and 1:00 -- 5:00 P.M.

The Peace Corps is alive and well waiting for you

All your life you've wanted to do something important for it. Now a lot of people are doing it. We need volunteers with all kinds of practical knowledge. Call toll free: 600-421-8502.

Energy (Continued from Page 1)

The New Men's Dorm poses another problem. Cinder block, being a very porous construction material, allows the wind to pass through, offering little in the way of insulation. As a result, the exposure to the rooms is colder than the interior rooms (one exterior window is open). It is obvious that the immediate short term cost of prevention is less (perhaps a third of the cost of energy savings). How much does it cost? Granted storm windows, weather stripping, double paned windows and all these will certainly be expensive, and their prices are not going to get any lower. But, cold and electric, and serious dorm rooms can be made warmer cheaper either — $30,000 for 1977-78 as opposed to $240,000 for 1976-77 (total energy saved $50,000, only $37,000 for Ursinus). It is obvious that the immediate short term cost of prevention is less than the long term cost of energy.

The ad as you see... or you can pay later. The choice is yours.

The '78 Lantern
Grapplers Troubled by Rick Morris

The Ursinus College Wrestling Team has been plagued by injuries and controversy which has prevented them from reaching their full potential this season. Fred Shapiro, a wrestler who had been sidelined for a while, was unable to compete.

Maryland. The Western Maryland meet fit right in with the rest of the season as it was full of controversy and surprise.

The team arrived to find no meal prepared for them and they later, pursuing, and striving towards not realize are the hours of college. Voting members include the alumni correspondent, Mrs. Shapiro, who is also the secretary to the Board of Directors, and the employment manager.

The team lost its tallest center and point guard as已是 an important part of the game against Delaware, the team presently holds a 2-8 Conference record.

Coach Irwin hadn't lost his enthusiasm for the team, and when he realized that some of the problems were the result of poor coaching, he made efforts to turn over the team. The Grapplers were expected to turn over a new leaf this season, but their efforts to reach the track...